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La Ciénaga (2001)
Lucrecia Martel

Lita Stantic Producciones

We are a digital lab with 15 years of 
experience providing high-end services 
for studios, creators, broadcasters and 
distributors. From color correction, file 
management, vfx, title and subtitle 
creation and encoding to quality control
and digital delivery; our professionals 
create, adapt, transform, localize, 
enhance and distribute your content 
ensuring every frame and material of 
your movie, episode or advertising 
content for the most demanding 
platforms
PLAY, BROADCAST and CINEMA.

Who we are
Not familiar with TMG Digital Lab?

#services
#postproduction
#mastering
#processing
#distribution



TMG | Digital Lab has extensive experience in encoding services for 
OTT and VOD platforms in Latin America. We can adapt and process 
content fulfilling the most demanding technical requirements. From 
the reception of the master files and materials via Aspera, Signiant or 
FTP, we can create specific metadata, adapt promotional materials, 
convert and synchronize subtitles and perform quality control for 
direct ingest and publication in the most modern on-demand 
platforms.

La pasión de Javier (2019)
Eduardo Guillot
Imagina Films

Play
Streaming / OTT / VOD / IPTV / Catch-Up TV

#encoding
#transcoding
#quality control
#asset management
#worldwide delivery

#editing
#subtitling
#localization
#versioning
#file-based masters



Localize your media by providing the 
most accurate content for audiences 
everywhere. Deliver file-based masters 
that meet the highest technical 
specifications for imaging, graphics, 
inserts, sound, dubbing, and subtitles. We 
can handle the most complex sourcing, 
materials, and deliveries to improve your 
capabilities and sales.

Broadcast
TV / Cable

#quicktime prores
#mxf xdcam
#h264
#hevc

We provide high-end technologies and services during 
development, assembly, post-production, distribution or 
exhibition. Dealing with complex workflows, we provide color 
correction and grading, vfx, titling and mastering to deliver 
versioned digital cinema packages [DCP] and digital file-based 
deliveries.

Cinema
#uhd4k
#hdr
#dcp
#aces

Leonera (2008)
Pablo Trapero
Matanza Cine

#online
#color grading
#vfx
#sound
#finishing
#mastering



We remain passionate about film restoration and 
re-mastering to protect, enhance and preserve priceless 
artistic and cultural heritage. TMG is an alternative to 
the high cost of major companies to revitalize aged 
materials and restore their original look, color and 
sound to make them look like new and win new sales 
and business.

Tú me enloqueces (1976)
Sandro

3C Films / Contenta

#scanning
#restoration
#color grading
#sound up-mix
#catalog re-mastering

Film restoration
35/16mm negative & positive



| Los Ángeles 

| Miami

29337 Sequoia Rd
Canyon Country, Los Angeles, CA 91387, USA
+ 1 310 382 0962

6303 Blue Lagoon Dr Suite 200
Miami, Florida, FL 33126, USA
+1 305 394 3685

themartiangroup.com

#online
#color grading
#vfx
#sound
#finishing
#mastering
#dcp

#editing
#subtitling
#localization
#versioning
#file-based masters

#encoding
#transcoding
#metadata
#quality control
#asset management
#worldwide delivery

#cloudstorage
#archiving
#security

TMG Digital Lab is a division of
The Martian Group Inc.

Mariano Puig
mpuig@themartiangroup.com

René Leda
rleda@themartiangroup.com


